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To attain native-like competence, second language (L2) learners must establish
mappings between familiar speech sounds and new phoneme categories. For example,
Spanish learners of English must learn that [d] and [D], which are allophones of the
same phoneme in Spanish, can distinguish meaning in English (i.e., /deI/ “day” and
/DeI/ “they”). Because adult listeners are less sensitive to allophonic than phonemic
contrasts in their native language (L1), novel target language contrasts between
L1 allophones may pose special difficulty for L2 learners. We investigate whether
advanced Spanish late-learners of English overcome native language mappings to
establish new phonological relations between familiar phones. We report behavioral and
magnetoencepholographic (MEG) evidence from two experiments that measured the
sensitivity and pre-attentive processing of three listener groups (L1 English, L1 Spanish,
and advanced Spanish late-learners of English) to differences between three nonword
stimulus pairs ([idi]-[iDi], [idi]-[iRi], and [iDi]-[iRi]) which differ in phones that play a different
functional role in Spanish and English. Spanish and English listeners demonstrated
greater sensitivity (larger d’ scores) for nonword pairs distinguished by phonemic than
by allophonic contrasts, mirroring previous findings. Spanish late-learners demonstrated
sensitivity (large d’ scores and MMN responses) to all three contrasts, suggesting that
these L2 learners may have established a novel [d]-[D] contrast despite the phonological
relatedness of these sounds in the L1. Our results suggest that phonological relatedness
influences perceived similarity, as evidenced by the results of the native speaker groups,
but may not cause persistent difficulty for advanced L2 learners. Instead, L2 learners
are able to use cues that are present in their input to establish new mappings between
familiar phones.
Keywords: L1 Spanish, L2 English, L1 allophones, novel contrasts, MMN, allophonic split, perceptual
categorization, phonological status
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INTRODUCTION

The phones [d] and [D] distinguish word meanings in English
(i.e., [DeI] “they” and [deI] “day”). In contrast, a productive
phonological pattern causes the voiced obstruents /b, d, g/ to
surface as the approximants [B, D, G] intervocalically in Spanish1 .
Thus, whereas [d] and [D] are contrastive in English, the two
distinct acoustic realizations are phonologically conditioned
variants (allophones or positional variants) of the same phoneme
category in Spanish. An important component of native speakers’
knowledge of an allophonic alternation of this sort is that
allophonic variants are tied to particular phonological contexts,
whereas the phoneme is not. Thus, native Spanish speakers have
internalized knowledge of the contexts in which the allophonic
variants [d] and [D] occur. While the exact pattern of allophony
is known to vary by Spanish dialect (See Carrasco et al., 2012 for a
review of this literature, as well as acoustic analyses characterizing
the differences between Costa Rican and Madrid varieties of
Spanish), the approximant (rather than the stop) is expected
intervocalically in all dialects. On the other hand, the phones
[d] and [R] are contrastive in Spanish, but not in English. In
American English /d/ (and /t/) surface as [R] in post-tonic
intervocalic position, and [d] elsewhere (i.e., [ôaI:d] “ride” vs.
["ôaI:RÄ] “rider”)2 .
A consequence of cross-linguistic variation in the mapping
between speech sounds and phonemes is that L2 learners may
need to establish new mappings between familiar phones. For
example, to attain native-like competence in English, a Spanish
learner must learn that [d] and [D], which are allophones of
a single phoneme (i.e., /d/) in Spanish, can distinguish word
meaning in English. Doing so is assumed to entail the updating
of internalized knowledge about the distribution of the phones
in the L2 (i.e., learning that the phones are not restricted to
particular environments in the target language, but instead can
occur in the same phonological environments). Eckman et al.
(2001; 2003, and subsequent work) referred to this learning
scenario, in which sounds that are allophones of one phoneme
in a learner’s native language constitute separate phonemes in
the target language, as an ‘allophonic split’3 . It is this L2 learning
scenario that is the focus of the present study4 .
L1 context-dependent allophones present unique challenges
for the L2 learner from the perspective of production and
perception. The learner must learn to detect the target language
phonemic contrasts in perception, and suppress L1 positional
variants in L2 production (even when the phonological context
is appropriate for their production). Both anecdotal and
experimental evidence from speech production (Lado, 1957;
Hammerly, 1982; Hardy, 1993; Zampini, 1996; Eckman et al.,

Linguistic experience shapes listeners’ sensitivities to phonetic
distinctions. Specifically, extensive experience with one’s native
language (coupled with a lack of experience with nonnative
sounds and contrasts) limits listeners’ sensitivity to nonnative
phonemic distinctions (Lisker and Abramson, 1970; Goto, 1971;
Werker et al., 1981; Näätänen et al., 1997, to name just a
few). This differential sensitivity to native vs. nonnative speech
contrasts develops very early in life (Werker and Tees, 1984; Kuhl
et al., 1992; Polka and Werker, 1994), and shapes the initial stages
of second language (L2) speech perception (Escudero, 2005; Best
and Tyler, 2007). These findings, and many others like them,
have led to the development of models of cross-language and
L2 speech perception and production (Best, 1995; Flege, 1995;
Iverson et al., 2003; Escudero, 2005; Best and Tyler, 2007) which
make predictions about how naive nonnative and L2 listeners
will perceive and acquire target language sounds and contrasts.
More recently, however, there has been growing interest in
how allophones (i.e., phones which are present in the ambient
language, but which are not used to distinguish word meanings)
are represented and processed by adults (Kazanina et al., 2006;
Boomershine et al., 2008; Johnson and Babel, 2010), and how this
knowledge of phonological status develops in infants (Seidl and
Cristia, 2012).
The present study contributes to this literature on sound
category learning by investigating the role of language-specific
phonological patterning in L2 phonological development. We use
both behavioral methods and magnetoencepholographic (MEG)
recordings to investigate how adult second language learners’
knowledge of native language (L1) phonological patterns impacts
the acquisition of their second language sound system. In
particular, we ask whether advanced adult late-learners of a
second language overcome native language mappings to establish
new phonological relations between familiar phones.
Languages differ in their mappings between predictable
surface variants (i.e., allophones) and more abstract phonological
categories (i.e., phonemes) (Kenstowicz, 1994). Consider, for
example, the relation between the phonological systems of
Spanish and English (Figure 1), in which sets of sound categories
with very similar acoustic distributions map onto different sets of
phonemes in the two languages.
Although three very similar phonetic categories, [d], [D],
and [R], exist in both Spanish and English, the functional
significance of these categories varies between the two languages.

1 Waltmunson (2005) reports that the intervocalic spirantization of /d/ occurs 99%

of the time.
2 Patterson and Connine (2001) report that the flapped variant occurs 94% of the
time in its conditioning environment.
3 It is is worth noting that to attain truly native-like competence in English, the
Spanish learner must also learn to treat the phones [d] and [R] as allophones of the
same phoneme in English. Since this would involve the joining of L1 allophones,
we might call this learning scenario ‘allophonic union.’
4 Other related work in L2 phonology has investigated the acquisition of positional
variants in the target language by L2 learners in production (Zampini, 1994; Shea
and Curtin, 2011) and perception (Shea and Curtin, 2010; Shea and Renauld,
2014).

FIGURE 1 | Relation between allophones and phonemes in Spanish
(left) and English (right).
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(longer RTs on a speeded AX discrimination task) and greater
perceived similarity (higher similarity ratings on a similarity
rating task) for the allophonic than for phonemic contrasts.
These predictions were borne out. Spanish listeners produced
higher similarity ratings and longer RTs than English speakers
for the [d]-[D] contrast, which are allophones of the same
phoneme in Spanish. In contrast, English listeners had more
difficulty discriminating [d]-[R], which are phonologically related
in their native language. The pair was also rated by English
listeners as being perceptually less distinct than the other two
contrasts5 . These findings are consistent with those reported
earlier and provide additional evidence that listeners’ perception
is shaped by the phonology of their native language. In
particular, the phonological status of pairs of phones in a
listener’s native language is an important factor in determining
the discriminability and perceived similarity of a pair of
phones (see also Johnson and Babel, 2010 who report data
for Dutch listeners’ perception of fricatives, Shea and Renauld,
2014 for Spanish listeners’ perception of the palatal obstruent
alternation, and Harnsberger, 2001 for Malayalam listeners’
perception of allophonically-related dental and alveolar nasal
consonants).
In addition to the behavioral studies reviewed above, research
using neurophysiological techniques has also reported important
differences in the processing of contrastive vs. non-contrastive
sound pairs (Näätänen et al., 1997; Kazanina et al., 2006). Unlike
behavioral measures, which may reflect late conscious processes,
time-sensitive measures such as electroencephalography (EEG)
and magnetoencepholography (MEG) measure neuronal activity
in the brain directly and can be collected continuously without
the necessity of an overt behavioral response on the part of the
participant. They have thus proven useful for studying language
processing and acquisition in a wide range of participant
populations, including infants, and clinical populations. They
also hold promise for studying language learners, since they
may provide a measure of stimulus processing even in the
absence of a behavioral change. For example, McLaughlin et al.
(2004) demonstrated that ERPs to L2 words and pseudowords
provide early evidence for word learning before changes in overt
judgments were evident on lexical decision tasks. Therefore, it is
possible that the learner’s neural response will provide evidence of
sound category learning that is not yet evident in her behavioral
response.
A negative component of the event-related potential
known as the mismatch negativity (MMN), and its magnetic
counterpart, the mismatch field (MMF) response recorded
using MEG, provide an early automatic, change detection
response (Näätänen, 1992) which has proven useful for the
study of auditory processing. The MMN is typically elicited in
an oddball paradigm in which a stream of frequent repeated
auditory stimulus (i.e., the standard in an experimental block)
is interrupted by an oddball (i.e., an infrequent deviant acoustic
event) which may differ in frequency, duration, intensity,
phoneme category, etc. The MMN, which is obtained by

2001, 2003) suggests that this learning situation presents
considerable difficulty for second language learners. However,
the acquisition of novel target language contrasts between L1
context-dependent allophones has not been adequately explored
from the perspective of L2 speech perception.
Research with adult native listeners has revealed that speech
perception is not only influenced by listeners’ experience (or lack
of experience) with the phones in question; the phonological
status of a sound contrast also affects listeners’ perception.
Several behavioral studies have reported differences in the
perception of familiar phones (i.e., phones that occur regularly
in the native language of the listener) depending on whether
the sounds in the pair function as contrastive phonemes or
non-contrastive allophones in the listener’s native language. In
particular, these studies report that sounds which are contrastive
are discriminated more readily, and are rated less perceptually
similar than allophonically related phones (Pegg and Werker,
1997; Whalen et al., 1997; Harnsberger, 2001; Peperkamp
et al., 2003; Boomershine et al., 2008). For example, Whalen
et al. (1997) used a categorical AXB task to investigate the
discriminability of the phones [p], [ph ], and [b] by adult
English listeners. They found that English listeners more readily
discriminated the distinction between phonemic contrasts [b][p] and [b]-[ph ] than the allophonic contrasts [p]-[ph ] in a
word-medial syllable initial position.
A similar pattern was also reported by Pegg and Werker
(1997), who used an AX discrimination task to compare
listeners’ sensitivity to the voiced and the voiceless unaspirated
alveolar stop pair, [d]-[t], relative to the [d]-[th ] pair. Crucially,
while adult English listeners have extensive experience with
all three phones, [d]-[th ] serve to distinguish words in wordinitial position in English, whereas [d]-[t] do not. In line with
Whalen et al. (1997), the phonemic pair was discriminated more
accurately than the allophonic pair, despite the listeners’ extensive
experience with both phones in perception and production.
Peperkamp et al. (2003) used an AX discrimination task to
investigate French listeners’ perception of phonemic [m]-[n]
and allophonic [K]-[X] contrasts. In French, [X] is a predictable
variant of the phoneme /K/ which precedes a voiceless consonant.
Like the other studies mentioned above, the authors found
better discrimination for the phonemic [m]-[n] pair than the
allophonic distinction between [K] and [X], when the latter
were presented in a preconsonantal environment (i.e., [aK.CV][aX.CV]). Interestingly, poorer discrimination was observed for
the allophonic contrast regardless of whether the voicing of
the consonant in the context syllable was phonotactically legal
(matched the phone in question in voicing) or not, suggesting
that allophonic variants are represented as a single phonological
category.
In a recent study, Boomershine et al. (2008) used a similarity
rating and a speeded AX discrimination task to investigate
the impact of contrast and allophony on the perception of
the phones [d], [D], and [R] in intervocalic contexts by native
English and Spanish listeners. The authors hypothesized that,
if the phonological status of these segments in the listeners’
native language determines the perceived similarity of the
pair, we should expect relatively more discrimination difficulty
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5 It is worth noting that these results were observed despite the fact that [d] does
not occur naturally in an intervocalic environment in either Spanish or English.
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in intervocalic position in Korean. Thus, [t] and [d] do not
distinguish meaning in Korean. Russian participants showed
both behavioral evidence of categorical perception (i.e., a
classic step-like identification function for the /ta/-/da/ VOT
continuum and better between-category than within-category
discrimination) and neurophysiological evidence of change
detection in auditory cortex. In contrast, Korean participants
showed neither behavioral, nor neurophysiological evidence of
perceptual sensitivity to the pair. These results suggest that
adult native listeners’ auditory cortex groups sounds based
on phonemic categories, and that the functional significance
of sounds factors into speech perception at a very early
stage of processing. Moreover, the amplitude of the MMN
response can be used as an early automatic index of perceptual
categorization.
In a recent training study with L2 learners, Herd (2011)
made ERP recordings both prior to and following perception
training in order to investigate the effects of training on the L1
English-L2 Spanish listeners’ automatic, pre-attentive processing
of auditory stimuli containing the Spanish /d/-/R/ contrast. The
author examined the processing of the phones [d] and [R] in an
intervocalic context (i.e., [ede] and [eRe]) by Spanish listeners,
for whom the contrast is phonemic, and by L1 English learners
of Spanish, for whom the target language contrast is allophonic
in their L1. As expected, native Spanish listeners showed a
significant MMN response, with deviant stimuli eliciting a
more negative response than their standard counterparts. This
pattern was observed both when [ede] standard was compared
to [ede] deviant and when [eRe] standard was compared to
[eRe] deviant. L1 English learners of Spanish also showed a
significant MMN for both pairs at post-test. Unexpectedly,
however, an MMN response was also present at pre-test for
[ede] standard vs. [ede] deviant for the L1 English learner group,
suggesting that an [ede] deviant is detected in a stream of [eRe]
standards even before perception training. These results are
difficult to interpret, however, since the author does not report
the performance of a monolingual English control group. As a
result, it is unclear how much learning has occurred, either prior
to the training, or as a result of the training. More work is needed
to understand the role of L1 context-dependent allophones
in second language speech perception and phonological
development.
A related question in bilingual speech perception has been
whether early stages of speech representation which are indexed
by the MMN can be affected by the language being used. For
instance, in a follow up to their earlier study, Winkler et al.
(2003) investigated whether Hungarian-Finnish bilinguals would
show different patterns of neural activity in response to the
same stimulus pairs as a function of language context. The
authors elicited MMN responses with two oddball sequences
in which the Finnish word /pæti/ “was qualified” served as
the frequent standard stimulus and /peti/ “bed” the infrequent
deviant, first in a Hungarian language context, and later in
a Finnish language context. The Hungarian-Finnish bilingual
participants exhibited an MMN response to the /pæti/-/peti/
pairs in both the Hungarian and Finnish contexts, and the
responses elicited in the two contexts did not differ from one

subtracting the event-related response to the standard event
from the response to the deviant event, typically peaks at
150–250 ms from the onset of an infrequent detectable change
and can be elicited in the absence of attention (i.e., in passive
listening conditions). Moreover, by making use of a paradigm in
which participants are presented with multiple non-orthogonally
varying tokens from each category (as opposed to an acoustic
standard), an MMN serves as a measure of category identification
(Phillips et al., 2000).
A number of studies have demonstrated that aspects of a
listener’s native phonology modulate MMN amplitude (Näätänen
et al., 1997; Phillips et al., 2000; Kazanina et al., 2006). In a
seminal study, Näätänen et al. (1997) investigated the role of
experience with language-specific vowel categories by studying
the MMN responses of Finnish and Estonian listeners to the
Estonian vowels /e, ö, õ, o/. Crucially, the Finnish language
has the vowels /e, ö, o/, but lacks /õ/. Finnish and Estonian
listeners were presented with the vowel /e/ as the frequent
standard stimulus and /ö, õ, o/ as deviants in an oddball
paradigm. The authors reported larger MMN responses for
vowel contrasts involving native language vowel prototypes than
contrasts involving nonnative vowel prototypes. That is, the
Finnish participants showed an enhanced MMN response when
the deviant vowel existed in Finnish, but the response was
unexpectedly small (given the size of the acoustic difference in
the F2 dimension) when it was elicited by a vowel that doesn’t
exist in the Finnish vowel inventory (i.e., /õ/), suggesting that the
MMN response is influenced by experience with native language
phoneme categories.
The MMN response has also been used as an index of
nonnative vowel phoneme acquisition by second language
listeners. Winkler et al. (1999) investigated whether novel vowel
phoneme representations can be learned by recording the MMN
responses of three groups of listeners, Finnish native speakers,
proficient L1 Hungarian-L2 Finnish listeners, and naive L1
Hungarian listeners. The MMN responses of these groups were
compared for two vowel contrasts, one that is phonemic in
Finnish only (i.e., /e/-/æ/), and one that is phonemic in both
languages (i.e., /e/-/y/). While an MMN was observed for all three
groups for the /y/ deviants when presented in the context of the
/e/ standard, the responses to /æ/ deviants differed as a function
of experience. An MMN was observed for the /æ/ deviants for the
native Finnish and the L1 Hungarian-L2 Finnish listeners, but not
for the naive Hungarian listeners. This finding is taken to suggest
that the proficient Hungarians had developed a new phonemic
vowel representation for the Finnish vowel /æ/ as a result of their
experience.
In a study which looked specifically at the pre-attentive
processing of phonemes vs. allophones, Kazanina et al. (2006)
investigated whether the MMF response is sensitive to the
functional significance of native language sound categories.
The authors examined the processing of the phones [t] and
[d] in word initial position by Russian listeners, for whom
the contrast is phonemic, and by Korean listeners, for whom
the contrast is allophonic. That is, while both [t] and [d]
naturally occur in word-initial position in Russian, only [t] is
found word-initially in Korean. The voiced variant [d] occurs
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English native speakers, Spanish native speakers, and advanced
L1 Spanish late-learners of English.
We used an AX discrimination task as a behavioral
measure of participants’ sensitivity to various tokens of three
nonword pairings [idi]-[iDi], [idi]-[iRi], and [iDi]-[iRi]. Following
Boomershine et al. (2008) (among others), it was expected
that the same phonetic contrast would be perceived more
readily by listeners for whom the pair is phonemic in their
native language than by listeners for whom the pair is
allophonically related, and that this difference in sensitivity
should be reflected in participants’ d’ scores. Thus, higher d’
scores are expected for Spanish listeners than English listeners
for the [idi]-[iRi] contrast which is phonemic in Spanish, and
allophonic in English, whereas English listeners were expected
to outperform the Spanish listeners on the [idi]-[iDi] pair which
is phonemic in English and allophonic in Spanish. Finally,
both native English and Spanish speakers were expected to
demonstrate comparable sensitivity to the [iDi]-[iRi] control
contrast which is phonemic in both languages. Of particular
interest is the performance of the advanced L1 Spanish latelearners of English for the [idi]-[iDi] contrast which is allophonic
in the listeners’ L1. If learners have overcome the learned
insensitivity to the phonetic distinction between [idi]-[iDi] and
have established a novel contrast between /d/ and /D/ in English,
we expect no difference in their performance for this pair
from the performance of the English speaker group. However,
if learners have not yet established a novel target language
contrast among L1 positional variants in perception, then we
expect they may continue to have difficulty discriminating the
pair.
Magnetoencepholographic (MEG) recordings were also used
to measure the detailed time-course of brain activity in each of
the three listener groups. By making a three-way comparison
of pre-attentive processing to the three phones of interest by
Spanish, English, and L2 listeners we can gain insight into the
interlanguage phonological representations of the L2 learners.
By using the presence of an MMN as an index of category
identification, we will be able to show whether L2 learners
represent the phones [d], [D], and [R] as English speakers or
Spanish speakers do. If early auditory brain responses are shaped
by the functional significance of the sound categories in the
listeners’ native language (Kazanina et al., 2006), then we should
observe a different pattern of results as a function of listener
group. A significant MMN response is expected for both Spanish
and English listeners for the control contrast (i.e., [iDi]-[iRi]). For
the English group, a MMN response is also expected for the
phonemic pair [idi]-[iDi], but not for the [idi]-[iRi] pair, which
is allophonic in the language. In contrast, an MMN should be
observed for Spanish listeners for the [idi]-[iRi] pair, but not
for the allophonically related pair [idi]-[iDi]. With respect to
the performance of the advanced late learners of English, we
expect that if they have acquired the English /d/-/D/ contrast, they
will show evidence of perceptual sensitivity in their pre-attentive
brain response. However, if they have not yet acquired the target
language contrast, we expect them to perform like the native
Spanish speaker group.

another. Based on these findings, the authors concluded that
language context does not affect the automatic change detection
response elicited by auditory deviance. Instead, the acquisition of
a second language results in new phonemic categories that are
used regardless of language context.
In contrast, a recent study by García-Sierra et al. (2012)
demonstrated that language context can influence the preattentive detection of auditory deviance. The authors investigated
Spanish-English bilinguals’ MMN responses to two different
pairings of three stimulus tokens from a synthetic VOT
continuum in both a Spanish and an English language context.
The language context was manipulated by having SpanishEnglish bilingual participants silently read magazines in either
Spanish or English while ERPs were recorded. In the phonemic in
English condition participants heard a stimulus token with +50
ms VOT as standard and +15 ms VOT as deviant. In the
phonemic in Spanish condition participants heard a stimulus
token with −20 ms VOT as standard and +15 ms VOT as
deviant. As predicted, an MMN was elicited for the phonemic
in English condition when the participants were in an English
language context, but not a Spanish language context. Likewise,
an MMN was observed for the phonemic in Spanish condition
in the Spanish language context, but not the English language
context. The authors take these findings to suggest that language
context can indeed affect pre-attentive auditory change detection.
While the present study did not set out to investigate the role
of language context, the results of Winkler et al. (1999), Winkler
et al. (2003) and García-Sierra et al. (2012) do suggest that sounds
that are non-contrastive in a listener’s L1 may be perceived
differently as a result of experience. Moreover, bilingual listeners
may demonstrate flexibility in their perceptual abilities as a result
of the language context.
In sum, listeners’ perception of speech sounds is strongly and
systematically constrained by the native language phonology,
with the discriminability of pairs of phones being influenced by
phonological status in the native language. This pattern of relative
insensitivity to phone pairs which are allophones of a single
phoneme category in the listener’s native language is observed
both in behavioral and neural responses. While these patterns of
perception may be optimal for listeners when listening to their
native language, such learned, early, and automatic insensitivity
to L1 allophones may present challenges for L2 learners who
are faced with the task of establishing a novel contrast among
familiar pairs of target language phones. These findings prompt
the question of whether and to what extent these patterns of
perception can be overcome with experience. In particular, do
L1 context-dependent allophones continue to play a role in L2
perception?
In this study we further investigate the acquisition of
novel target language contrasts among L1 context-dependent
allophones by L2 learners. We take advantage of the crosslinguistic differences in the mappings between the phones [d],
[D], and [R] and their respective phoneme categories in English
and Spanish. To this end, two experiments were conducted to
investigate the representation and processing of three sound
contrasts [d]-[D], [d]-[R], and [D]-[R] by three participant groups:
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Stimuli

Participants

Materials for our experiments consisted of 10 natural tokens of
each of the following VCV sequences: [idi], [iDi], [iRi] spoken
by a single female speaker of American English with phonetic
training. Multiple instances of each stimulus type were recorded
using a head-mounted microphone in a soundproof room. The
vowel [i] was chosen for the vowel context because Spanish [i]
and English [i] have the greatest perceived similarity by listeners
of both groups (Flege et al., 1994). The resulting stimulus set
did not result in words in either Spanish or English. Because
the phones [d] and [D] and [d] and [R] are in complementary
distribution in Spanish and English, respectively, it was not
possible to find a context in which all three phones occur
naturally. For this reason, it should be noted that the [idi] tokens
may not sound particularly natural to either speaker group.
All [idi] tokens were produced with care by a native English
speaker with phonetic training so as to avoid flapping. Each was
later inspected by two additional trained phoneticians to ensure
that intervocalic [d] was not produced as [R]. To ensure that
any observed differences in the MMN response could only be
attributed to differences in the consonant (as opposed to the
preceding vowel), the initial [i] from each token was removed
and replaced with an identical [i] recorded in a neutral context
(i.e., [isi]). The ten best stimulus tokens of each type were chosen
on the basis of their perceived naturalness to native speakers
of Spanish and English to ensure that each stimulus token was
perceived as acceptable by native speakers of both languages. All
experimental stimuli were normalized for intensity using Praat
(Boersma and Weenink, 2009) and were presented to participants
at a comfortable listening level (∼70 dB).
One challenge for this kind of design is ensuring that
the tokens used are relatively natural exemplars across both
languages. We examined a number of acoustic parameters to
determine to what extent this was true of the current stimuli. The
initial [i] of each token had a duration of 160 ms, intensity of 77
dB, F0 of 190 Hz, F1 of 359 Hz, F2 of 2897 Hz, and F3 of 3372 Hz.
The initial [i] was cross-spliced with the natural consonant and
final [i] productions. The files were matched from positive going
zero-crossing to positive going zero-crossing. The final [i] tokens
had a mean duration of 177 ms (SD = 20), intensity of 75 dB
(SD = 1.8), F0 of 172 Hz (SD = 8), F1 of 350 Hz (SD = 14), F2 of
2826 Hz (SD = 72), and F3 of 3278 Hz (SD = 66). These formant
values for initial and final [i] tokens fall within the range of values
for female speakers of American English reported by Hillenbrand
et al. (1995) (F0 = 227 Hz (SD = 24), range = 155–275 Hz; F1 =
437 Hz (SD = 41), range = 331–531 Hz; F2 = 2761 Hz (SD =
147), range = 2359–3049 Hz; F3 = 3372 Hz (SD = 237), range
= 2958–3831 Hz)). The vowel duration reported by Hillenbrand
et al. (1995) for [i] is longer (306 ms (SD = 46), range = 222–433
ms) than the duration of the [i] tokens reported here. However,
this is expected given that their recordings were elicited in a h_d
context. The formant values also match fairly closely the values
reported by Quilis and Esgueva (1983) for Spanish [i] (F1 = 241
Hz (SD = 32), range = 202–324 Hz; F2 = 2839 Hz (SD = 237),
range = 2349–3321 Hz; F3 = 3358 Hz (SD = 249), range = 2632–
3726 Hz), with the exception that the Spanish [i] has a lower F1

Three groups of participants were recruited to participate in
these experiments for monetary compensation; 15 English native
speakers (Female = 5, Male = 10, mean age = 22.3 years,
range = 19–28), 15 Spanish native speakers (Female = 8, Male
= 7, mean age = 34.7 years, range = 23–45), and 15 advanced
L1 Spanish late-learners of English (Female = 8, Male = 7,
mean age = 30.1 years, range = 24–38). The learner group had
a mean age of exposure of 10.1 yrs (SD = 3.5), had lived in
the US for 6.2 yrs on average (SD = 5) and had 8.6 yrs of
formal training in English (SD = 4.7). All participants tested
strongly right-handed according to the Edinburgh Handedness
Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) and reported no history of hearing
or neurological disorder. All participants were recruited from
the University of Maryland, College Park and the surrounding
area. English speaking participants and the majority of the
Spanish speaking learners of English were undergraduate and
graduate students who studied or worked at the University of
Maryland campus. The Spanish speakers with little/no experience
with English were recruited from a neighboring community
with a large Spanish speaking population. This group was
largely comprised of immigrants from Central America who had
recently arrived to the area and continue to use Spanish as their
primary mode of communication. They report having had little
exposure to English aside from what is heard on TV and the
radio6 .
The proficiency of each of the listener groups was assessed by
self report. Participants were asked to rate their abilities in the
areas of speaking, listening, reading, and writing on a scale of
1–10 (where 1 = poor and 10 = excellent) in both Spanish and
English. The English speaker means were 10 (SD = 0) speaking,
9.9 (SD = 0.3) listening, 9.9 (SD = 0.3) reading, 9.9 (SD = 0.3)
writing in English and 1.7 (SD = 0.9) speaking, 1.9 (SD = 0.9)
listening, 2.1 (SD = 1.3) reading, and 1.6 (SD = 1.1) writing
in Spanish. The Spanish speaker means were 2.7 (SD = 2.1)
speaking, 3.5 (SD = 2.4) listening, 3.5 (SD = 2.4) reading, and
2.7 (SD = 1.8) writing for English and 10 (SD = 0) speaking,
10 (SD = 0) listening, 9.9 (SD = 0.3) reading, and 10 (SD = 0)
writing in Spanish. The mean ratings for the Learner group in
English were 8.0 (SD = 1.3) speaking, 8.5 (SD = 1.1) listening,
9.1 (SD = 0.9) reading, and 8.1 (SD = 1.4) writing. The means
of the Learner group in Spanish were 9.9 (SD = 0.4) speaking,
10 (SD = 0) listening, 10 (SD = 0) reading, and 9.8 (SD = 0.6)
writing.

6 It is worth noting that, in addition to language experience, the participants
in the Spanish speaking group likely differ from the listeners in the other
two groups in a number of other respects, including SES, level of education,
experience and level of comfort working with computers, etc. While it may
have been possible to find a better matched group of Spanish speakers
elsewhere, we were constrained by location of accessible MEG equipment.
This is not an obvious concern for our MEG data (which requires no
behavioral response), but could impact the quality of our behavioral data
which required participants to respond by pressing buttons on a computer
keyboard.
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discrimination task. Participants were presented with 40 stimuli
(each of the 30 experimental items and 10 filler items) and were
instructed to use the keys 1, 2, and 3 to identify the stimulus
they heard. Naturally, the labels for the identification task had to
vary across language, such that the English speakers were asked
to label stimuli as an instance of a nonword “eithee,” “eady,” or
“other” and the Spanish speakers as the nonwords “idi,” “iri,” or
“other.” In order to implement the task in a similar way across
groups we had to decide which labeling to request from the
Learners. Given that our primary interest in the identification
task was to learn if our stimulus tokens would be categorized as
instances of the expected stimulus type in the listeners’ L1, we
opted to use L1 labeling options for all three listener groups.
Figure 2 shows the frequency of each response by stimulus
type for each of the three language groups. All participants chose
“other” predominantly for the filler items. English listeners chose
“eithee” predominantly for the [iDi] tokens, and “eady” for both
the [idi] and [iRi] tokens. Both Spanish listeners and the Learner
group primarily chose “idi” as the label for [idi] and [iDi] tokens,
whereas [iRi] tokens were predominantly identified as “iri” by
Spanish listeners. Thus, the stimulus tokens used in the study
can be heard as instances of the expected stimulus type in the
listeners’ L1 (at least on a conscious-labeling task).

than English [i]. The mean duration of the consonant segments
of interest measured from the F2 offset of V1 to the onset of
F1 of V2 were 76 ms (SD = 10, range = 63–96 ms) for [d], 78
ms (SD = 13, range = 59–99 ms) for [D], and 41 ms (SD =
5, range = 34–51 ms) for [R]. These values are comparable to
those reported for English by Lavoie (2001) and Stathopoulos and
Weismer (1983) for initial and medial non-prestressed /d/ (i.e.,
70, 80 and 37, 41 ms, respectively). Our speaker’s [D] productions
were on average longer than those reported Lavoie (2001) for
initial and medial non-prestressed environments (57 and 48 ms).
For Mexican Spanish, Lavoie (2001) reports durations of 51, 24,
and 55 ms for medial non-prestressed /d/ and /R/ and initial nonprestressed /d/, respectively. The mean duration of the stimulus
tokens measured from word onset to word offset from the Praat
waveform was 426 ms (SD = 29, range = 384–480 ms) for [idi],
416 ms (SD = 9, range = 402–429 ms) for [iDi], and 363 ms
(SD = 20, range = 319–397 ms) for [iRi]. Following Carrasco
et al. (2012), we also computed a ratio of the minimum intensity
of the consonant/maximum intensity of the following vowel as
a measure of the relative intensity/degree of constriction of the
consonant productions. A ratio that is close to one indicates a
more open vowel-like production of the consonant, and a ratio
that is closer to zero indicates a more stop-like realization. The
ratio for the [d] was 0.70 (SD = 0.02), for [D] was 0.77 (SD =
0.04) and for [R] was 0.81 (SD = 0.03). While the ratios shouldn’t
be compared directly to those reported in Carrasco et al. (2012),
since vowel contexts are known to affect these measures (Simonet
et al., 2012)7 and the vowel contexts differ from those used in
their study, what is worth noting is that the most vowel like
production is the [R] and the least vowel-like production is the
[d]. The [D] lies in between those two.

PROCEDURES
AX Discrimination Task
During the AX discrimination task participants wore headphones
and were seated in a quiet room in front of a computer. The
presentation of experimental stimuli was controlled by DMDX
(Forster and Forster, 2003). In the AX discrimination task
participants were presented two of the experimental stimuli
which were either different tokens of the same nonword (i.e.,
[idi]-[idi], [iDi]-[iDi], [iRi]-[iRi]) or one of the six possible ordered
pairings of different nonwords (i.e., [idi]-[iRi], [idi]-[iDi], [iDi][iRi], [iDi]-[idi], [iRi]-[iDi], [iRi]-[idi]). Participants responded to
32 same (16 AA, 16 BB) and 32 different (16 AB, 16 BA) trials per
contrast, for a total of 192 test trials. Each stimulus was presented
with an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 500 ms. Participants were
instructed to press the “F” key on the keyboard with their left

Post-study Identification Task
To ensure that participants in the study also identified the stimuli
as instances of the intended category, each performed a brief
identification task following the MEG recording and the AX
7 Simonet

et al. (2012) report several continuous measurements of relative
intensity. The authors argue that even among intervocalic tokens of /d/, the height
of the preceding vowel conditions the degree of constriction of the consonant.
Importantly, they report that in Iberian Spanish /d/ is more constricted after a high
vowel than after a mid or low vowel.

FIGURE 2 | Frequency of response label by stimulus type and listener group.
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index finger if the two stimuli were two pronunciations of the
same “word” and to press the “J” key with their right index
finger if the paired stimuli corresponded to two different “words.”
Participants were asked to respond as quickly and accurately as
possible and had a maximum of 4 s to respond on each trial.
Written instructions were provided in the native language of
each listener group, as well as orally by the experimenter. Six
practice trials without feedback preceded the test trials to ensure
that participants understood and were comfortable performing
the experimental task. These practice trials were repeated a
second time in the case that participants still appeared uncertain
about the task or uncomfortable with providing their response
on the computer keyboard. The AX discrimination task lasted
approximately 15 min and was divided into four blocks of 48
items with three self-timed breaks between each block.

FIGURE 3 | Illustration of the structure of each of the three
experimental blocks in our modified passive oddball paradigm. Stimuli
shown in black correspond to the stimulus type that served as the standard for
that experimental block. The two types of deviants for a particular block are
shown in red and blue.

MEG Recordings
Magnetic fields were recorded in DC (no high-pass filter) using a
whole-head MEG device with 157 axial gradiometers (Kanazawa
Institute of Technology, Kanazawa, Japan) at a sampling rate of
1 kHz. An online low pass filter of 200 and a 60 Hz notch filter
were applied during data acquisition. All stimuli were presented
binaurally via Etymotic ER3A insert earphones at a comfortable
listening level (∼70 dB). MEG recording sessions included 4
runs: 1 screening run and 3 experimental blocks which are
described in greater detail below. Participants passively viewed a
silent movie during the experimental runs to avoid fatigue. Each
MEG recording session lasted approximately 90 min in total.
In the screening run, participants were presented
approximately 100 repetitions of a 1 kHz sinusoidal tone.
Each tone was separated by a randomly chosen ISI of 1000,
1400, or 1800 ms. Data from the screening run were averaged
and examined to verify a canonical M100 response. The
M100 is an evoked response which is produced whenever an
auditory stimulus has a clear onset and is observed regardless
of attentional state (Näätänen and Picton, 1987). Data from
45 participants run across the three participant groups showed
a reliable bilateral M100 response with a source/sink reversal
between anterior and posterior channels in the left and right
hemisphere. Three additional participants were recruited and
run on the screening task, but were excluded because they did not
show a strong bilateral M100 response elicited by a 1-kHz pure
tone at pretest. The M100 response elicited to non-speech tone
stimuli were additionally used to select the auditory channels
of interest for each of our participants for the MMN amplitude
analysis.
In the experimental blocks, stimuli were presented using
a modified version of the optimal passive oddball paradigm
(Näätänen et al., 2004). In each of the three experimental blocks
one of the three stimulus types (i.e., [idi], [iDi], or [iRi]) was
presented frequently (i.e., the standard) and was followed by
infrequent stimuli of the other two types. For example, in
Figure 3, the first block shows [idi] as the frequent standard and
[iDi] and [iRi] as the less frequent intervening deviant stimulus
types. Following Phillips et al. (2000), there was no acoustic
standard. Instead, participants were presented multiple nonorthogonally varying tokens from each category. This was done
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to avoid a purely acoustic interpretation of the elicited responses.
Thus, the presence of an MMN serves as a measure of grouping of
different acoustic tokens into phoneme or allophone categories.
Each block consisted of 882 standards and 168 deviants (84 of
each deviant type). A deviant was presented after a minimum of
4 and a maximum of 6 standards with the probability of deviant
(either deviant type A or B) = 0.167. Each stimulus token was
separated by an ISI that varied randomly between 600 and 1000
ms. Each of the three experimental blocks lasted approximately
20 min. Participants were given a short break after each 10 min of
recording. Block order was counterbalanced across participants.
Figure 3 shows the structure of each of the three blocks.
The experimental procedures were completed in the following
order for all participants: [1] participants were provided an
overview of the procedures and provided their informed
consent, [2] participants completed a language background
and handedness questionnaire to ensure they met the study
requirements, [3] MEG recordings were made, and [4] AX
discrimination and identification data were collected.

DATA ANALYSIS
AX Discrimination Data
Data from four Spanish participants (S003, S004, S011, S014)
whose performance was at or below chance (i.e., 50% accuracy)
on the control contrast (i.e., [iDi]-[iRi]) were excluded from
subsequent AX discrimination analyses. For the remaining
participants, d’ scores were computed for each individual and
each different pair according to the Same-Different Independent
Observations Model (Macmillan and Creelman, 2005) using the
dprime.SD() function from the psyphy package in R (Knoblauch,
2007). The result is a measure of sensitivity which factors out
participants’ response bias. The “hit rate” was computed as the
proportion of “different" responses when the words in the pair
were different. The “false alarm rate” was the proportion of
“different" responses when the words in the pair were the same.
To correct for extreme proportions (i.e., hit rates and false alarm
rates of 0 or 1), we applied Laplace smoothing (Jurafsky and
Martin, 2009). In probability theory, Laplace’s Rule of Succession
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is used to estimate underlying probabilities when there are few
observations, or for events that have not been observed to occur
at all in some finite sample of data. The rule states that if we
repeat an experiment that we know can result in a success or
failure (in our case hit or false alarm), n times independently,
and observe s successes, then the probability of success on the
next repetition of the experiment is (s + 1)/(n + 2). Thus, our
best estimate of a participant’s hit rate when 32 hits and 0 misses
are observed across 32 different trials is (32 + 1)/(32 + 2) (or
0.97). For a participant with a false alarm rate of 0, our best
estimate of the false alarm rate is (0 + 1)/(32 + 2) (or 0.03).
As a result, the largest d’ score that may be observed given our
experimental materials with 32 different trials was 4.34. The d’
values obtained for each test pair per subject ranged from 4.34 to
0. Two participants achieved the maximum d’ score for one of the
conditions (E015 for [iDi]-[iRi] and L009 for [idi]-[iDi]). Figure 4
shows the mean d’ score by language group and contrast. These
d’ scores were subsequently analyzed using linear mixed effects
modeling.

(RMS) amplitude of the MEG temporal waveforms over the left
hemisphere channels selected on the basis of the pre-screening
test. Trials were averaged separately for each participant and for
each condition (i.e., three standard and six deviant types).
We created a single summary deviant response for each of the
three contrasts by averaging together the two relevant deviant
responses. For example, for the [iRi]-[iDi] control contrast, we
averaged together the response to [iDi] deviants in an [iRi] block
and the response to [iRi] deviants in an [iDi] block. The averaged
responses elicited by standards were also pooled, resulting in a
single summary standard response. The grand average waveform
from −100 ms pre-stimulus to 800 ms post-stimulus was then
computed for language group by averaging across participants
(n = 15 per group) for each condition (i.e., [idi]-[iDi], [idi][iRi], [iDi]-[iRi], and Standard). These are shown in Figure 5.
Although in this analysis we collapse across data from both
directions of a given contrast (A as standard with B as deviant
and vice versa), it is worth noting that in certain cases such as
phonological underspecification, directionality impacts the size
of the MMN response (Eulitz and Lahiri, 2004). In the current
case, we had no a priori reason to expect a systematic impact
of directionality and therefore we collapsed across directions to
ensure sufficient power. However, for the interested reader we
include a supplementary analysis of the MMN data separated by
direction in the Supplementary Materials.
The mean RMS power over a single 100 ms time window
from 310 to 410 ms for each of the participants for each
of the experimental conditions was computed. This time
window was chosen because the vowel offset and consonant
onset occurred at 160 ms and the MMN is expected to
occur about 150–250 ms following the onset of a detectable
change. Our statistical comparisons used linear mixed effects
modeling to examine whether the difference in the mean
RMS of the response to deviants and the response to
standards reached significance over the MMN time window
(310–410 ms).

MEG Data Pre-processing
MEG data were imported into Matlab and de-noised using a
multi-shift PCA noise reduction algorithm (de Cheveigné and
Simon, 2007, 2008). Epochs included 100 ms pre-stimulus onset
to 800 ms post-stimulus onset. Artifact rejection was conducted
manually in MEG160 to exclude trials containing muscle and
eye-related artifacts. All epochs were then averaged, baseline
corrected over a 100 ms pre-stimulus interval, and filtered using
a 0.03 to 30-Hz band-pass filter.
For each participant, the 10 strongest left hemisphere channels
(5 from left anterior, 5 from left posterior) were identified and
selected visually in MEG160 from the peak of the average M100
response to 1 kHz tones elicited during the auditory localizer
pre-screening test. Because the MMNm to phoneme prototypes
has been found to be stronger in the left hemisphere than in the
right (Näätänen et al., 1997), we calculated the root mean square

FIGURE 4 | Mean d’ scores by language group and contrast. Error bars represent one standard error of the mean.
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FIGURE 5 | Grand average RMS amplitude of the response by listener group (English (A), Spanish (B), and Learner (C)) and contrast ([idi]-[iDi], [idi]-[iRi],
and [iDi]-[iRi]). The response to each pair represents the summary deviant response for each of the three contrasts (A as standard with B as deviant and vice versa).
The solid black line in each figure represents the mean RMS amplitude [fT] to pooled standards.

RESULTS

54.40, p < 0.001], as well as a Language Group by Contrast
interaction [F(4, 74) = 19.20, p < 0.001].
We conducted nine planned tests of our experimental
hypotheses regarding listeners’ sensitivity to allophonic vs.
phonemic contrasts using simultaneous tests for general linear
hypotheses with the multcomp package in R (Hothorn et al.,
2008). P-values were adjusted using the single-step method. First,
it was hypothesized that our three listener groups should not
differ in performance on the control contrast (i.e., [iDi]-[iRi]),
as the contrast is phonemic in both Spanish and English. This
prediction was borne out. English listeners did not differ from
Spanish listeners for this contrast (β = 0.25, SE = 0.25, z = 1.02,
p = 0.91), nor did the d’ scores of the English group and the

d’ Scores
Statistical analyses of d’ scores were performed with linear
mixed effects modeling using R package lme4 (Bates et al.,
2015) with factors Language Group (English, Learner, Spanish),
Contrast ([idi]-[iRi], [idi]-[iDi], [iDi]-[iRi]), and the Language
Group × Contrast interaction as fixed effects and subject as a
random effect in order to account for inter-subject variability.
P-values were computed using the Satterthwaite’s approximation
for denominator degrees of freedom with the lmerTest package
(Kuznetsova et al., 2014). We observed a main effect of Language
Group [F(2, 37) = 10.07, p < 0.001], and of Contrast [F(2, 74) =
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(English, Learner, Spanish) and Stimulus Type (Allophonic,
Phonemic, Control, Standard), as well as Language Group ×
Stimulus Type interaction and subject as random effect. There
was no main effect of Language Group [F(2, 42.14) = 1.01, p =
0.37]. However, the main effect of Stimulus Type reached
significance [F(3, 351) = 7.21, p < 0.001]. No interaction between
Language Group and Stimulus Type was observed [F(6, 351) =
1.32, p = 0.25].
In our statistical analyses of the listeners’ responses to
deviants, we conducted three planned comparisons separately for
each listener group using simultaneous tests for general linear
hypotheses with the multcomp package in R (Hothorn et al.,
2008). P-values were adjusted using the single-step method. We
compared each groups’ response to the pooled standard (i.e.,
responses to the stimuli [idi], [iDi], and [iRi] when they are
presented as standards in a block) to the groups’ responses to the
summary deviant response for each of the three contrasts.
As expected for the English listeners, the response to the
control contrast [iDi]-[iRi] was larger than the response to the
standard stimuli (β = 21.21, SE = 8.18, z = 2.59, p <
0.05). Again as expected, we found no difference between
the magnitude of the response elicited by the standards and
the allophonic pair [idi]-[iRi] (β = 6.92, SE = 8.18, z =
0.85, p = 0.75). Unexpectedly, we found no difference between
the response to the standard and the response to the English
phonemic contrast [idi]-[iDi] (β = 10.02, SE = 8.18, z =
1.22, p = 0.49).
Unfortunately, the MMN responses for the Spanish listeners
followed none of our predictions. We found a marginal difference
between the response to the standard stimuli and the [idi]-[iDi]
pair which are phonologically related in the language (β =
15.23, SE = 6.51, z = 2.34, p = 0.05). We also found no
difference between the standards and either the [iDi]-[iRi] control
pair (β = 5.47, SE = 6.51, z = 0.84, p = 0.76) or the phonemic
[idi]-[iRi] pair (β = 7.80, SE = 6.51, z = 1.20, p = 0.51).
For the critical learner group, the MMN results followed
the pattern predicted according to the hypothesis that learners
successfully implemented the phonological knowledge of their
second language at an early, pre-attentive stage of processing.
A significant difference was observed between the standards
and L1 allophonic contrast [idi]-[iDi] (β = 20.31, SE =
8.19, z = 2.48, p < 0.05), the phonemic contrast [idi]-[iRi]
(β = 19.62, SE = 8.19, z = 2.40, p = 0.05), and the control
contrast [iDi]-[iRi] (β = 31.24, SE = 8.19, z = 3.82, p < 0.001).
These results suggest that the learners’ ability to distinguish
the contrasts that were observed in the behavioral data is also
apparent at the stage of early pre-attentive processing, regardless
of the pairs phonological status in the L1.

Learner group (β = 0.25, SE = 0.23, z = 1.07, p = 0.89) or
the Spanish group and the Learner group differ for this contrast
(β = −0.003, SE = 0.25, z = −0.02, p = 1.00).
For the [d]-[R] contrast, which is phonemic in Spanish, but
allophonic in English, it was expected that the L1 Spanish
listeners would outperform the English listeners. This prediction
was also borne out. The English listeners performed significantly
worse than both the Spanish listeners (β = 1.56, SE =
0.25, z = 6.31, p < 0.001) and the Learner group (β =
1.86, SE = 0.23, z = 8.06, p < 0.001), supporting the
hypothesis that phonological status influences perception on our
AX discrimination task. No difference was observed between the
Spanish and Learner group for this contrast (β = 0.30, SE =
0.25, z = 1.22, p = 0.82).
For us the most important question is what level of
discrimination performance Spanish late-learners of English
would show on a contrast that is phonemic in English but
allophonic in Spanish (i.e., [d]-[D]). First, as expected, the Spanish
group performed significantly poorer on this contrast than the
English listeners (β = −0.99, SE = 0.25, z = −4.00, p < 0.001),
again providing support for differential processing of the contrast
as a function of phonemic status in the language. Interestingly,
with respect to our primary research question, a significant
difference was observed for the L1-allophonic contrast [d]-[D]
for the Spanish and Learner listener groups (β = 0.84, SE =
0.25, z = 3.37, p < 0.01), with larger d’ scores observed for
the Learners than Spanish listeners. Moreover, no significant
difference in d’ was observed between the English listener group
and the Learner group (β = −0.14, SE = 0.23, z = −0.63, p =
0.99), suggesting that the participants in the Learner group may
have acquired a target language contrast among the phones [d][D] which function as context-dependent allophones in their L1.

Mean RMS Amplitude of MMN
We again used linear mixed effects modeling in R to conduct the
statistical analyses of mean RMS amplitude over the 310–410 ms
time window. Our first linear mixed effects analysis was designed
to confirm that there were no reliable differences between the
responses to the different standards. This is important to establish
because we would like to collapse across the response to standards
in our subsequent critical planned comparisons of the MMN
response by contrast. Analyses of mean RMS amplitude for
the response elicited by the standards consisted of fixed effects
Language Group (English, Learner, Spanish) and Standard Type
([idi] standard, [iDi] standard, [iRi] standard), as well as Language
Group × Standard Type interaction and subject as random
effect. These statistical analyses revealed no significant results,
suggesting that the mean power elicited by standard stimuli did
not differ by Language Group [F(2, 42) = 0.43, p = 0.66] or
Standard Type [F(2, 84) = 2.12, p = 0.13], nor did these factors
interact [F(4, 84) = 0.13, p = 0.96]. We take this to suggest
that listeners are able to form a coherent representation for the
standard stimuli and that we are justified in comparing responses
elicited by deviants against pooled standards.
Figure 6 shows the mean RMS amplitude of the MMN for
each of the three contrasts for each listener group. Analyses of
the MMN amplitude consisted of fixed effects Language Group
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DISCUSSION
In this study we explored the impact of phonological knowledge
on perceptual categorization, particularly in cases in which
the phonemic status in a late-learned second language directly
conflicts with the native language. Our Spanish and English
listeners demonstrated greater sensitivity for nonword pairs
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FIGURE 6 | Mean RMS amplitude of the MMN [fT] by language group and contrast. Each bar represents the difference between the summary deviant
response (A as standard with B as deviant and vice versa) and the response to the pooled standards. Error bars represent one standard error of the mean. Asterisks
indicate significant MMN responses.

distinguished by phonemic than by allophonic contrasts
on an AX discrimination task, mirroring previous findings.
Interestingly, Spanish late-learners demonstrated sensitivity
(large d’ scores and MMN responses) to all three contrasts,
suggesting that these L2 learners may have established a
novel [d]-[D] contrast despite the phonological relatedness of
these sounds in the L1. We discuss each of these findings
in turn.

was observed for the [iDi]-[iRi] control contrast, but not for
the allophonic [idi]-[iRi] contrast for English listeners. Contrary
to our expectations, however, no MMN was observed for the
phonemic [idi]-[iDi] pair. In contrast with the data from the
English listeners, the results for the Spanish listeners did not
provide support for our hypothesis. A significant MMN was
observed for the [idi]-[iDi] contrast, which is allophonic in
Spanish, while no MMN was observed for either the [idi]-[iri]
or the [iDi]-[iRi] pair which are phonemic in Spanish.
It is not clear how to explain the unexpected MMN
patterns observed in the two native listener groups. First, any
explanation based on poor stimulus quality seems inconsistent
with the behavioral data, which showed the predicted pattern of
discrimination across groups for all contrasts (although it is of
course logically possible that the behavioral responses were based
on a late-stage process that the early MMN does not reflect).
Second, it is not clear how any simple explanation based on
the acoustic properties of the stimuli could explain the crosslinguistic differences in responses. However, we note that the only
surprising datapoint in the English listener data was the absence
of a significant MMN in the phonemic [idi]-[iDi] contrast, but
that the response was trending in the right direction. Therefore,
we might speculatively attribute this result to a Type II error.
One factor that may have reduced our power to detect
MMN differences in the current paradigm is that the position
of the deviant within the standard stream was somewhat more
predictable than in many MMN studies. In our experiment,
a deviant always occurred after either 4, 5, or 6 intervening
standards. Previous work has demonstrated that when the
position of a deviant within the standard stream is completely
predictable, the MMN is almost completely neutralized (see
Sussman et al., 2014 for review) and therefore the partial
predictability may have reduced the overall strength of MMN
effects. Although in the current case this increase in predictability
was partly driven by our desire to examine three different

Phoneme-Based Equivalence Classes in
the L1
Our behavioral findings from the native speaker groups provide
support for the hypothesis that listeners form equivalence
classes on the basis of phoneme categories. In particular, we
observed better discrimination of the [idi]-[iRi] contrast by
Spanish listeners for whom the pair are phonemic than by
English listeners for whom the pair is allophonic in their L1.
Similarly, English listeners outperformed Spanish listeners in
the discrimination of the [idi]-[iDi] pair which is phonemic
in English, but allophonic in Spanish. Finally, both Spanish
and English listener groups performed comparably well on
the [iDi]-[iRi] control contrast which is a phonemic distinction
in both languages. These results replicate previous behavioral
findings from Boomershine et al. (2008), and provide additional
evidence that phonological relatedness among sounds reduces
their perceptual similarity in native listeners.
The MEG data also provides partial support for the hypothesis
that listeners establish equivalence classes on the basis of
phonemes. Given this hypothesis, we expected to observe an
MMN when the stimulus presented as the deviant is in contrast
in the listener’s native language with the stimulus serving as the
standard in an experimental block, but not when the standard
and deviant are phonologically related as allophones of the same
phoneme in the listeners’ L1. As expected, a significant MMN
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this learned sensitivity is observable both behaviorally, and in
listeners’ early, pre-attentive brain responses. We note that the
neural data must be interpreted somewhat more cautiously than
the behavioral data. Although the MMN pattern observed in the
late-learner group was exactly what was predicted if they had
successfully acquired the L2 phonological system, the two native
listener groups did not show the MMN patterns predicted based
on their L1 phonology, as described above. Therefore, further
replication will be needed to confirm the interpretation of the
MMN pattern in the late-learner group.
Given that our behavioral and MEG data from our Learner
group was elicited in an English language context (all testing
was conducted in an English speaking environment and all
interactions and instructions were given in English), we might
have expected the Learners’ neural and behavioral responses to
look maximally English-like (i.e., discriminating [d]-[D] and [D][R], but not [d]-[R]). However, this was not what was observed
(contra García-Sierra et al., 2012 and in line with Winkler et al.,
2003). We note, however, that we did not actively attempt to
manipulate language context in our study. It is possible that
Learners’ performance on [d]-[R] would have been different had
we done so. It is also possible that other factors contribute to
the observed effects, such as the language dominance of the
participants or the proportion of L1/L2 use. These interesting
possibilities should be taken up in future research.
A question that arises naturally from our learner data is:
how do L2 learners acquire the ability to perceive novel target
language contrasts among familiar phones? In particular, what is
the role of the input in shaping the learners’ hypotheses about
the phonological system they are acquiring, and how do learners’
expectations about the characteristics of the target language
influence the learning process. With respect to mechanisms, three
possibilities have been discussed in the infant literature (Seidl
and Cristia, 2012, provide a more detailed review). First, it has
been proposed that some information about phonological status
may be available in the acoustic signal. That is, allophones may
be more acoustically similar than phonemes. Some support for
the plausibility of a phonetic mechanism comes from acoustic
analyses of nasal and oral vowel allophones and phonemes in
corpora of infant directed speech (Seidl et al., 2014). However,
more research is needed to demonstrate the extent to which
reliable information of this sort is available in the input to learners
and to investigate whether infants and adults actually can and do
use this information when learning about phonological status.
Another possibility is that listeners’ make use of distributional
information (Maye et al., 2002), such as the phonological context
in which phones occur to learn phonological status. It is well
established that both infants and adults can track the distribution
of phones in acoustic space (Maye and Gerken, 2000; HayesHarb, 2007) and other phonological units, such as syllables
(Saffran et al., 1996). Distribution-based learning mechanisms
are also assumed to play a role in infants learning of allophones
(Peperkamp et al., 2003, 2006; White et al., 2008), and have been
invoked in the acquisition of L2 allophonic alternations (Shea and
Curtin, 2010, 2011; Shea, 2014). In such cases, L2 learners are
thought to acquire knowledge about the phonological patterning
of L2 allophonic variants by tracking the distribution of target

contrasts (forcing a smaller standard to deviant ratio with fewer
trials between deviants), in future work it would be useful to
investigate the same contrast with greater unpredictability.
In addition, the slightly non-canonical status of the speech
stimuli as neither perfectly English-like nor perfectly Spanishlike may have caused some of the unexpected MMN patterns
observed in the Spanish and English groups. In an active
task like AX discrimination, increased attention might mitigate
the impact of slightly non-canonical tokens on categorization,
but in a passive listening mode, as in the MMN paradigm,
participants might not have automatically perceived and grouped
the tokens according to their native speech categories. On
the other hand, the bilingual participants might be more
permissive of irregularities even in passive listening, based on
their exposure to different distributions of sounds across the
two languages. Strange and Shafer (2008), in their Automatic
Selective Perception (ASP) model, have suggested that the
perception of nonnative contrasts is dependent on task demands
that determine the degree of attentional focus that is placed
on the phonetic details of the stimuli. In support of the
model, Hisagi et al. (2010) demonstrated that selective attention
enhanced the magnitude of the MMN responses of the American
English listeners to the nonnative Japanese vowel length contrast.
Attention may likewise be required for listeners to categorize
familiar phonological contrasts when the contrasts are specified
by slightly different acoustic-phonetic parameters. Future work
could examine the potential role of attention by manipulating
attention directly and by incorporating active tasks which allow
the researcher to monitor the participants’ focus of attention. We
believe that an additional related factor in the unexpected MMN
pattern for Spanish and English speaker groups may be the fact
that the [idi] token does not match prior language experience
for either Spanish or English speakers, as [d] does not occur
intervocalically in either language. Addressing either of these
factors in future work will be challenging however, because it is
not possible to create tokens for the full set of contrasts that are
fully and equally natural tokens of Spanish and English, and as
allophonic variation is context dependent, contrasting allophones
in the MMN design necessarily requires one of the allophones to
be presented in an unnatural context.

Acquiring New Mappings among Familiar
Phones
Our primary research question asked whether advanced L1
Spanish late-learners of English overcome learned insensitivities
to L1 context-dependent allophones and acquire a new targetlanguage contrast among familiar phones [d] and [D]. The
behavioral and neural data from L2 learners which we report here
converge to suggest that the answer to this question is affirmative.
On both tasks we observed no difference between learners’ ability
to discriminate between phone pairs which are L1 allophones and
L1 phonemes, suggesting that they do not classify the two phones
as allophones of the same underlying phoneme category. That
is, with experience, the advanced L2 learners in our study have
acquired adequate knowledge of the L2 phonological system to
distinguish the English /d/-/D/ contrast in perception. Moreover,
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place, as well as determine the respective contributions of the
proposed mechanisms to the acquisition of novel target language
contrasts among L1 context-dependent allophones in the L2.

language phones with respect to their conditioning contexts. In
the case of allophonic splits, it would seem that distributional
learning is also required. Learners must learn that phones which
are contextually licensed in their L1 are not restricted to the
same phonological environments in their L2. For example, [D] is
permitted word-initially and word-finally in English, in addition
to in word-medial post-vocalic non-prestress environments as
in Spanish. More work is needed to investigate how the input
is processed by adult L2 learners and to demonstrate that novel
contrasts among L1 context-dependent allophones can indeed
be learned by tracking phones and their respective phonological
contexts.
Lexical mechanisms of various sorts have also been proposed,
such as knowledge of word meanings and knowledge of words’
phonological forms. For example, the availability of minimal
pairs has been shown to enhance the perception of nonnative
phonetic contrasts in both infants and adults (Hayes-Harb, 2007;
Yeung and Werker, 2009). More recently, acquisition researchers
have investigated the role of word contexts in phonetic category
learning, demonstrating that infants and adults are sensitive to
and can use distinct word forms (in the absence of visual referents
or knowledge of word meanings) to constrain their interpretation
of phonetic variability (Feldman et al., 2013).
Finally, in addition to the implicit learning mechanisms
mentioned above, it has also been suggested that adults might
avail themselves of explicit learning mechanisms and that these
may serve to initiate the acquisition process (Shea, 2014). The
effectiveness of various types of explicit input to L2 learners
should be taken up in future research.
In sum, the behavioral and neural results presented here
suggest that phonological relatedness influences perceived
similarity, as evidenced by the results of the native speaker
groups, but may not cause persistent difficulty for advanced L2
learners in perception. Instead, L2 learners overcome learned
insensitivities to L1 allophones in perception as they gain
experience with the target language. These findings provide a
starting point to investigate when and how this learning takes
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